Benjamin Mee
Inspira onal Zoo Owner
"All you need is 20 seconds of insane courage, and I promise something
great will come of it"

Benjamin Mee is the Director of Dartmoor Zoo and the author of 'We Bought A Zoo', the bestselling book that inspired the
Hollywood movie of the same name starring Ma Damon and Scarle Johansson. In 2007 he reopened a dilapidated zoo under
the new name of Dartmoor Zoological Park.

TOPICS:
Motivation and Inspiration
Leadership
Overcoming Obstacles
Teambuilding
Achieving Goals
After Dinner

LANGUAGES:
He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:
2008 We Bought a Zoo

IN DETAIL:
In 2006, the Mee family came across Dartmoor Wildlife Park, a dilapidated zoo
with a poor reputa on and in massive ﬁnancial diﬃculty. Rather than running a
mile, the family forged forwards, bought the zoo, saved the animals, and fought
to get the zoo ready to re-open. Benjamin has unwavering passion for
transforming lives through knowledge, collabora on and partnership, and
encouraging sustainability through shared prac ce in the context of conserva on.
The Dartmoor Zoo story is s ll ongoing, and the latest chapter is, that a er a
crowdfund which took place at the end of 2014, the zoo has completed the
conversion into a charity. This gives the zoo security for the future, and enables
Benjamin's dream of turning the zoo into a centre of excellence for research,
conserva on, and educa on to come one step closer. The zoo is well on the way
with incredible educa on and research departments, and es with many
universi es.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:
Benjamin Mee's inspira onal story is one of triumph over tragedy and the passion
and perseverance it takes to succeed. He reminds his audience of the importance
of striving to meet our goals - even in the face of adversity. Ben's speeches are
renowned the world over and his unique story with many important business
messages the audience will remember for a long me to come.

HOW HE PRESENTS:
Benjamin's speaking style is relaxed and informal. Eloquent, entertaining and
human, he tailors his talks to the requirements of each individual client. With an
array of inspiring and upli ing themes, Benjamin strives to apply his enthusiasm,
commitment and passion to every audience he addresses.
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